the question which is the maximum of m i f no h+l different elements of the family form a chain The answer [2] is the sum of the h largest binomial coefficients of order n. Kleitman [3] and Katona [4] independently proved a stronger form of Sperner 
DEFINITIONS AND THE THEOREM
We will say that a directed graph G is a symmetrical chain graph i f
1. There is a partition of its vertices into disjoint subsets (they are called levels) of
. ., ., k n elements and all the directed edges connect a vertex from (0 < . < )
3. There is a
of its vertices into disjoint symmetrical chains, where symmetrical chain is the set of vertices of a directed path and if the starting point of this directed path is in K. 1 then the endpoint is in K .. n-l (The notion of symmetrical chain is introduced in [5] .) I t is easy to see, 2 is a consequence of 3, that is 2 is not necessary.
Let us consider a set S of n elements. Let its subsets be the vertices of the graph G and connect two vertices A and B (from A to B) if B~A and iB -AI = 1. This is the so called subset-graph. In this case, K. 
It is clear if (3) Let Sl be a one-element set, and let the vertices of G be the "functions" f defined on S1 such that 0 ::; f~n and f is an integer. There is a directed edge from f to g only i f g = f+l. Thus, G will be a directed path of length n+l, Let H be the same graph with p instead of nc G+H is in this case a rectangular (n+l)x (p+l) lattice (Fig. 1 ). 
then the maximal number of these points is the sum of the lengths of the h largest different diagonals.
Our theorem says if we exclude the existency of h+l different points lying in a directed path which consists of two straight lines ( On the other hand, counting rmv by rm"" we obtain that this number is at most (h-u+l) (b-u+2) because we have not to count the first u-l rows, and in the other rows we can have at most h-u+l such points by condition (5) . Thus, we have the inequality
We have to maximalize .' " . ,
i=l and the validity of (7) for cl results that (7) is also valid for c.:
u~h-2:
Thus for this special optimal solution we have
instead of (7). If a+l::; b-h+4, then the optimal solution is:
-1 = 2 or 1, i f a+1 = b-h+4 or a+1 = b-h+3, respectively, c.
• It follows that G' + H' is a subgraph of G+H. So, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for G' + H' instead of G+H. However, G' + H' consists of rectangular lattices and condition (2) means simply condition (5) for every such rectangle.
is in D, in one of the h largest diagonal of r the rectangle, then (g,h) is really an element of a diagonal from the h middle ones.
Thus we proved that the points of the h middle levels form an optimal set. For the union of h arbitrarily chosen levels of G'+H', the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, so the h middle levels must be the h largest ones (but there may be different h levels with the same size-sum). The number of elements in M is obviously ã k. l ., thus the optimal number is the sum of the h largest i=O~a-õ nes of these numbers. The proof is completed.
